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Introduction
The higher schools are legal entities, which accomplish activity of training of

specialists, capable to develop and apply scientific knowledge in different areas of
human activity and develop the science, culture and innovative activity of the coun-
try. The realization of these activities requires that the higher schools schedule and
spend their funds according to the law and strictly conform to the principles and
procedures of the Public procurement act (PPA) (Dimitrova, 2017). The examined
problematic is exceptionally actual because of several cumulative related reasons. On
the one hand, there shall be rendered the increased public and legislative attention to
the quality of the higher education, on the other, the operation of a new PPA (adopted
SG 13 from 16.02.2016 in force from 15.04.2016), which norms propose order for
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conducting of the procedures in accordance with the European standards. The higher
school, in the role of contracting authority, implements its competitive strategy re-
lated to the creation/updating of competitive material base in the frame of national
and European educational environment through the public procurements. Exactly this
reason provokes the interest of the authors to anexamination of the problematic, con-
cerning the specifics of the legal regime of the higher schools in their quality as con-
tracting authorities according to the PPA.

The purpose of the paper is to examine in historical and comparative-legal as-
pect the specifics of the legal regime of the public higher schools as contracting au-
thorities of public procurements in order to systematize the legislative amendments
until the present moment, make critical analysis of the norms and make practical
summaries. Object of the research is the national normative regulation, related to the
conducting of the procedures of public procurements by the public higher schools.
For achieving the purpose the authors set the following tasks: 1) to complete a retro-
spective examination of the legislative development concerning the order of conduct-
ing of public procurements by the higher schools; 2) to bring out the specifics of the
higher schools in their quality as contracting authorities according to the PPA; 3) to
examine the types of control over the public procurements, conducted by the higher
schools.

The paper examines the contemporary period (after 1989) in the development of
the higher education, bearing in mind the new public relations, which impose control
over the spending of public funds and the related to this adopting of national norma-
tive regulation, introducing and regulating the conducting of public procurements.
The setting of the tasks puts the accent of the examination on the actual PPA and its
relation to the Higher education act (HEA) and the specifics of the public higher
schools as contracting authorities of public procurements. The methodology of the
scientific examination includes:1) complex analysis of the legal regulation of the
higher schools and the public procurements in historical and comparative-legal and
actual aspect; 2) examination of the normative regulation and doctrinal examination –
theoretical overview, systematization and classification.

1. Legal regime of the higher schools, as contracting authorities according
to the PPA

In the acting legal regulation, regulating the public procurements, special norms
are missing, specifically related to the higher schools. The higher schools are included
in the group of public contracting authorities of public procurements. The disclosure
of the specifics of the procedures conducted by them and providing for the process of
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lawful and appropriate spending of public funds for education and science requires to
bring out the sources of normative regulation.The PPA in force from 2016 is prepared
in compliance with several European directives (§3 of the additional provisions of
PPA). Especially for the higher schools three of them are applicable: 1) Directive
2014/24/EU of the EuropeanParliament and of the Council of 26 February 2014 on
public procurement and repealing Directive 2004/18/EC (OJ, L 94/65 of 28 March
2014); 2) Directive 2007/66/EC of the European Parliament and of theCouncil of 11
December 2007 amending Council Directives 89/665/EEC and 92/13/EEC with re-
gard to improving the effectiveness of review procedures concerning the award of
public contracts (OJ, L 335/31 of 20 December 2007); 3) CouncilDirective
89/665/EEC of 21 December 1989 on the coordination of the laws, regulations and
administrative provisions relating to the application of review procedures to the award
of public supply and public works contracts.

Along with the PPA there are Rules on application (RAPPA, Decree of the
Council of ministers 73 from 05.04.2016, promulgated in SG 28/2016),which detail
the rules for conducting of public procurements. The purpose of the legislation in the
area of the public procurements is to assure the effectiveness in spending public
funds, funds, provided by the EU funds and programmes; funds, related to performing
activities with public importance or funds of companies and undertakings, which are
contracting authorities in the meaning of the act.

The legal regime of the higher schools is regulated in the special HEA (promul-
gated SG 112/95). These are specific legal entities, having in mind their main activity,
regulated in Art. 6, 1 HEA. (1) According to this regulation the main activity of the
higher schools is the educational and scientific (non-commercial), but along with
them the higher school may perform also commercial activity (Dimitrova, 2017),
which is directly linked to the main activity (Art. 6, 2 HEA). According to art. 12
HEA the higher schools are public and private. The legislation regulates equal both
types of higher schools, but only the public ones, in their quality of public legal or-
ganizations, may be contracting authorities of public procurements and this is regu-
lated by a specific legal regulation. The legislation uses for the public higher schools
terms as “budget organizations”, (2) „state establishments”, (3) „budget enterprises“,
(4) „public legal organizations“. (5) In the legal literature they are designated by
“legal entities of the public law” (Vasilev, 2000, p. 159) (Balabanova, 2013, p. 44)
(Ilieva, 2015, p. 201). As such persons the public higher schools are subject to public
legal regime and the norms of the public law (administrative, financial) are applicable
for them. The reasons why only the public higher schools are contracting authorities
for public procurements are complex. On the one hand, they are legal entities of the
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public law (“public legal organizations”, according to the imperative regulation of
PPA for the contracting authorities) as opposed to the private higher schools, which
are legal entities of the private law (Paunov, 2001). On the other hand, the public
procurement contract is an institute of the administrative law and as a typical public
law branch it regulates the legal relations between the subjects by the imperative
method of legal regulation (Andreeva & Yolova, 2016). The active subject in these
relations is the public-legal subject – the contracting authority and in this case the
public higher school.

According to the repealed PPA (SG 56/1999) and PPA (SG 28/2004) the higher
schools also had the right to be contracting authorities of public procurements, but
this Acts did not include a legal definition for contracting authority. According to the
PPA in force contracting authorities of public procurements are divided in two main
groups: public and sector (Art. 5, 2, p.1-17 PPA) and the public higher schools are in
the group of the public contracting authorities, which is large and includes also state
bodies, medical establishments and other (art. 5, 2, p. 1-17 PPA). For the different
public contracting authorities the quality as contracting authority is based on different
juridicial facts. The higher schools are regulated as contracting authorities of public
procurements by the norm of art. 5, 2, p. 14 PPA, according to which the public con-
tracting authorities are the representatives of public legal organizations. §2, p. 43 of
the additional provisions of PPA gives the definition of the notion “public legal or-
ganization” in its quality of contracting authority of public procurements. (6) The
representative of a public legal organization acquires the quality of contracting au-
thority in the moment in which the legal entity fulfills the criteria according to § 2, p.
43 of the additional provisions of PPA.

Bearing in mind the mentioned above shall be concluded that only the public
higher schools fulfill the legal requirements of “public legal organization”, as
contracting authority of public procurements, not the private higher schools, because
they are private legal organizations, established and financed with private funds (art.
14 HEA). Whereas the public higher schools are established and function on the basis
of the state property given at their disposal and the transfer from the executive budget
(Art. 13, 1HEA). Obviously from the list of public contracting authorities the public
higher schools are active contracting authorities of public procurements and this is
also indicative for the importance of the examined problems. (7)

It shall be considered that the representatives of the public legal organizations
have the quality of contracting authority of public procurements and not the organiza-
tion itself (in this case the public higher schools) as legal entity (argument art. 5, 2, p.
4 PPA). As addressee of the obligation for conducting a procedure according to the
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PPA in the law in force is indicated not the public legal organization, but the contract-
ing authority. Whereas according to the repealed PPA 2004 contracting authorities
were the public legal authorities as legal entities. In this case examining the public
higher schools as contracting authorities of public procurements shall be considered
that this is the representative of the higher school, who is the rector according to art.
32, 1, p.1 HEA. In order to have a lawful procedure for awarding a public procure-
ment all activities of its conducting shall be initiated and performed only by a person,
who has the quality of contracting authority. If the person does not possess this qual-
ity, it cannot be considered that there is awarding of public procurement, because the
concluded contracts does not conform to the definition of “public procurement con-
tract”(§2, p. 4 additional provisions PPA). The acquisition of the quality of contract-
ing authority is basic preposition for arising of its powers according to the PPA. No
other person, only the contracting authority may have the right to conduct procedures
for awarding of public procurements and to conclude public procurement contracts.

This legislative amendment is a result of the amended philosophy in the new
regulation of the relations of awarding public procurements, where the whole liability
shall be for the contracting authorities, exhaustively indicated in art. 5, 2 PPA. Ac-
cording to the regulations of the repealed PPA 2004 exhaustively was provided for
administrative penal liability for contracting authority – legal entity, which is public
legal organization, through imposing of pecuniary penalty. According to the new PPA
(art. 247-256) subject of the violations may be only the contracting authority, who is a
physical person –principal of the respective organization. The public legal organiza-
tion shall not be administrative-penal liable and is not contracting authority according
to the law in force (see in Decision № 5167 of 11.01.2017 apc. № 4679/2016 Sofia
regional court; Decision № 713 of 21.04.2016 apc № 779/2016 . Regional court -
Plovdiv).

The analysis of the actual normative regulation in the area of the public pro-
curements and the interpretative relation to the norms of the higher education allows
to make some conclusions. As opposed to the former legislation in the area of the
public procurements the new normative regulation in the PPA in force is more
precise. There is not only a differentiation of the contracting authorities to public and
sector, but also the representatives of the public legal organizations are differentiated
from the public legal organizations. In the literature (Mateeva & Dimitrova, 2016) is
indicated that the reason for amendment of the legal statute of the contracting authori-
ties is to determine easier which person is the contracting authority, which order of
awarding of public procurement shall be applied, who is administrative-penal liable in
case of violations of PPA and RAPPA. The differentiation of the contracting authori-
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ties contributes for their clear defining and in this way the difficulties to determine the
violators may be avoided. This eliminates the possibility for disputes if the rector or
the higher school is contracting authority and makes it easier also for the contracting
authorities. The rectors as representatives of the public higher schools are contracting
authorities for public procurements according to art. 5, 2, p. 14 PPA. In their quality
as such they are obligated to comply with the provided procedures in the PPA in case
of spending of funds for implementing different projects and supplies. Some specific
problems arise for the higher schools in the application of the PPA, related to the
peculiarities of the object of public procurement, the procedure itself of announcing
and awarding of public procurement, the assessment criteria for the offer and the
selection of contractor and conclusion of the public procurement contract (Dimitrova,
2013).

2. Specifics and control of the public procurements, conducted by the
higher schools

One of the questions reflecting the specifics of the public procurements, con-
ducted by the universities in Bulgaria, is related to the contracting authority, as a
party of the process and especially the actual moment concerning the delegation of
powers and replacement, provided by the PPA. As mentioned above, the rectors as
representatives of the higher schools are contracting authorities for public procure-
ments. The legislator provided for a solution of problem situations, in which the liable
person is in leave or absent due to disease in order to avoid the delay of the proce-
dures. According to art. 7 PPA (8) the delegation of powers is possible in two hy-
pothesizes: the first one – delegation by a normative or administrative act, or also by
the contracting authority, and the second one – in case of absence of the contracting
authority his powers shall be fulfilled by the person, who replaces him under norma-
tive, administrative or other act, which defines the representation of the contracting
authority. In art. 7, 3 PPA is explicitly indicated, that the delegation shall not be used
for division of the public procurement in view to circumvention of the law. The rector
as contracting authority has the following possibilities: in case of absence to authorize
a person, who shall replace him or to delegate his powers through authoriza-
tion/power of attorney to a person selected by him. The public contracting authorities
for whom the following conditions are present at the sametime: the annual budget,
including the funds, provided through various EU funds and programmes is at the
value above BGN 20 mln. and the average annual number of conducted procedure for
awarding public procurements during the previous 3 years exceeds 20 shall build up
internal specialized unit as part of the administration, responsible for management of
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the cycle of the public procurements and according to §25, 1 of the Transitional and
concluding provisions the term is by 31 December 2016. Even though the obligation
to build up internal specialized unit is for the contracting authorities, determined by
the law, in practice many of them build up such unit, because of the numerous obliga-
tions, related to the announcements and publication of documents in order to assure
publicity and transparency and respectively they select a person to perform these
powers. The legislative solution concerning the delegation of powers is positive on
the one hand, because it assures a better operability and rapidity and it does not en-
gage the budget of the organization, which spends public funds. On the other hand, it
gives the possibility to avoid sanctions by one person through delegations of powers
to another person, because according to art. 259 PPA (9) in case of delegation the
punishments according to art. 247-256 shall be imposed to the certain official. In this
relation it may be provided for solidarity liability for the person, who is contract-
ing authority according to the law and the person, to whom these powers are dele-
gated. Considering the big amounts of the administrative sanctions unbearable for the
individual physical person, it may be considered a possibility for insurance of the
liable persons similarly to the obligatory insurances for lawyers (10) and private
enforcement agents. (11)

In order to reflect in maximal degree the peculiarities of the public procurements
conducted by the higher schools, it is important to examine the types of control, ex-
erted over them in order to guarantee the lawful and appropriate spending of public
funds. Considering the fact that PPA regulates the spending of public funds in public
interest, the compliance to its regulations shall be guaranteed by the state. Guarantee
procedure for compliance to the legality is the control, performed by the state bodies
(Dimitrov, 2006, p. 462). In this relation we agree with the opinion of Prof. Bala-
banova, that “strengthening of the statehood and especially of the control of the ex-
ecutive power is related first to the guarantee of the legality” (Balabanova, 2004, p.
9). The controlling is a means to secure and guarantee the observance of the norma-
tive prescriptions, necessary for the lawful performance of certain activity. In PPA is
provided for different possibilities of control for compliance to the norms by different
subjects and they shall be differentiated in administrative control and procedure for
appeal, including procedure in front of the Competition protection commission (CPC)
and court procedure.

The administrative control is one of the possible forms, which the legislator
provided for compliance to the regulations of the PPA. There are different possibili-
ties to perform administrative control over the higher schools as contracting authori-
ties. The different types of control may be classified in groups according to respective
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indications. According to the time, in which the control shall be performed it may be
classified as preliminary and follow up control.

The Public procurement agency (PPA gency) and in particular its executive di-
rector is the state body, which realizes the preliminary control over procedures for
public procurements in cases, defined in the PPA. Along with the developing of pro-
jects of normative acts and drafts, as well as opinions and lists, the executive director
of the PPA gency shall have the function to carry out control, as well as give recom-
mendations and concrete instructions for eliminating of irregularities (art. 5, 3
ORPPA) (12). According to Art. 229, 1, p. 5-10 PPA he may: 1) carry out control
through random choice of procedures for awarding public procurements; 2) carry out
control of procedures of negotiation under Art. 18, Para. 1, p. 8 and 9; 3) carry out
control over contracts, awarded under exceptions from the applicable field of the act;
4) carry out control over amendments of public procurement contracts under Art. 116,
Para. 1, p. 2;5) refer the competent bodies for exercising a follow up control on the
observation of the act; 6) appeal before the Competition Protection Commission the
decisions of contracting authorities, with whom there are violations in conducting a
procedure forawarding public procurement, established by the European Commission
by signing of the contract and indicated in the notification under Art. 221, Para. 1.

The control on a random selection over procedures of negotiation and amend-
ments of the contract concerns all types of contracting authorities, while control over
some exceptions concerns only the public contracting authorities, by application of
the general exceptions according to art. 14, 1, p. 5-8 PPA. According to the general
rules in art.115 PPA each stage of the control according to art. 229, 1, p. 5-8 shall be
performed once. The opinions, issued by the PP Agency shall not be subject to
change unless in the cases of technical mistake, made by the PP Agency.

The comparative legal analysis determines that there are three new types of con-
trol – the control on a random selection, in case of amendment of the contract and
over some exceptions, and over procedures of negotiations the former PPA was appli-
cable only for public contracting authorities, not also for sector authorities as it is in
the present version. Another new statement is the obligation to send all documents in
electronic way according to the requirements of the new Directive 24/2014. With the
amendments of the PPA (SG40/2014) to the Public procurement agency were granted
more extensive powers such as in art. 20 a, 3 PPA they were empowered to give in
the opinion not only recommendations, but also concrete instructions for removal of
the inconformity (also in art. 4 and 5). In the present version of the law the opinion is
not obligatory for the contracting authority.
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The legislative amendments in the norms concerning the preliminary control
shall be defined as positive because of several reasons. First, their purpose is to a big
extent to help the contracting authority in choosing the right procedure, in indicating
reasons for amendment of the contract as well as their motivation in procedures of
negotiation. Second, the freedom of the contracting authorities shall be kept and
expanded, considering the fact that the opinions of the PP Agency are not obligatory
for them, but have the function to help in the process of the right and lawful determi-
nation of the type of procedure. Third, an important moment shall be the connection
with the bodies for follow up control, to which notifications shall be submitted in the
cases provided for by the law. The whole information shall be sent on electronic way
according to the requirements of the Directives. There is a problem, because up to the
present moment the electronic submission has not been regulated and provided for,
and this delay creates obstacles for application of the law regulations.

The second type of control according to the time of performance is the follow up
control. The main purpose in this case is ascertainment of the observance of the main
principles – equality and non-admittance of discrimination, free competition, propor-
tionality and publicity, transparency and the lawfulness of the behavior of the con-
tracting authorities of public procurements. It is defined as external control according
to art. 238 PPA, because it shall be performed by organizations external for the con-
tracting authority – National audit office and the Public financial inspection agency
(PFIA), assuring in this way independence of the opinion. This type of control is also
for lawfulness – the conformity of the contracting authority’s actions to the normative
requirements of the PPA shall be estimated. The control bodies may make a complete
estimation, because the follow up control shall be performed as a rule over finished
procedures – with conclusion of a contract or termination of the procedure, as well as
cases of inaction, in result of which there was no opening of procedure. As an excep-
tion the follow up control is admissible in case of not finished procedures, but is
limited to enforced acts and actions of the contracting authority. In case of appeal of
decisions or actions of the contracting authority, without enforced act of the CPC or
the Supreme administrative court (SAC) the follow up control shall be not performed
in order to avoid contradictory pronouncement for lawfulness of these decisions or
actions. In this case the control over the higher schools as contracting authorities shall
be documental – the control shall be performed on documents and the contracting
authority and the persons in the checked sites shall be obliged to provide the needed
documents, information and references, related to the public procurements. Except
documental checks the officials of the National audit office and PFIA shall have the
right to checks on the site, search sites, transport means, as well as other places in
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which documentation of the checked site is stored, and to seize documents, records of
computer information data and media of computer information data for provision of
evidence – with the assistance of the bodies of the Ministryof Interior after received
permit by the court. In case of found administrative violations the control bodies shall
draw up acts for administrative violations and in case of perpetrated crimes the mate-
rials from the check shall be sent to the prosecution. The administrative penal liability
of the guilty persons shall be one of the possible consequences of the follow up con-
trol. In case of violations of the PPA, found by the National audit office and PFIA, the
auditors or the financial inspectors shall form administrative penal procedures, and in
case of violation against the RIPPA – the competence shall be for the financial in-
spectors of PFIA. The comparative analysis with the former legislation determines,
that in the legislative solution before 2014 the acts for finding violations of the PPA,
found by bodies of the National audit office, were drawn up by the PFIA, as well as
the penal decrees, with the exception of a short period of time, in which they were
drawn up by the authorized auditors in term of 6 months from the day, in which the
violator was found, but not later than 3 years from the violation and the penal decrees
were drawn up by the Chairman of the National audit office or by officials authorized
by him. (13) The new legislative solution assumes the achievement of more fastness
and effectiveness for imposing the penalties, because the penal decrees shall be drawn
up by the body, which found the violation and no documents shall be sent to another
body.

The follow up control is supplementary to the whole function of the state in the
process of strict observance of the legal norms and principles at spending of public
funds. As opposed to the preliminary control the follow up control covers already
finished procedures and this reflects on the used by it means of impact to the contract-
ing authority. In case of finding violations administrative penalties shall be imposed
and the purpose, laid down in their regulation in the PPA and following imposition to
the delinquentis synchronized with the purpose of the administrative penalties, broken
through the prism and specifics of the public procurements. The comparative analysis
in the direction former-present national legislation determines that the regulations are
similar to the ones in the former PPA.

According to the subjects, the performed control may be classified as control by
the National audit agency, by PFIA, by other bodies in the frame of their authoriza-
tions (according to art. 243 they may perform preliminary, current and follow up
control), internal control by the contracting authorities according to their internal
rules and court control. For unification of the practices of application of the control
activity a Permanent methodical council shall be established with the participation of
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National audit agency, PPA and PFIA. The council shall adopt directions for realiza-
tion of preliminary and follow up control under the act, as well as for internal control,
exercised by the organization of the contracting authorities. The new moment with the
establishment of the Methodical council shall have the purpose to unify the practices
of application of the control activity under the act and harmonize the control and also
achievement of a better interaction between them.

Except to administrative control, the public procurement shall be subject to ap-
peal in a procedure before the CPC and the courts (Kostov & Hrusanov, 2011)
(Lazarov, 2001). The appeal is possible in three procedures – appealing of decisions
of the contracting authority, for announcing the concluded contract for invalid and
compensation for damages, due to violated procedures. The appeal may be divided
into not before the court – in front of CPC - and court procedure, which is appeal in
front of SAC and in front of the Regional or Administrative court.

The appeal not in court shall be performed before a special jurisdiction (Kriva-
chka & Markov, 2006, p. 18) (Angelov, et al, 1967, p. 384) (Dermendjiev, et al, 2010,
p. 282) (Dermendjiev, 1976) (Staynov & Angelov, 1963, p. 344) (Staynow, 1956)
(Stalev, 1954) (Hrusanov, 2002,p. 28) – CPC and shall be realized during the proce-
dure for awarding a public procurement and up to the moment of concluding a public
procurement contract. CPC is a specialized administrative body with exceptional
competence. (14) The possibility to appeal the acts of the contracting authorities
before the common or administrative courts is excluded. The procedure has two in-
stances; second instance shall be the SAC, which judgments are final. As opposed to
this order of appeal in the PPA from 2004 was provided for appeal in front of the civil
courts – according to art. 120 as of the version from 2004 every candidate shall have
the right to lay in front of Regional court a claim for cancelation of the contracting
authority’s decision, which violates the law. The procedure was in two instances – the
decision of the Regional court may be appealed in front of District court, which deci-
sion was final. The other possibility was to conclude arbitrage agreement, as Arbitral
court may be indicated only the one, functioning in PP Agency. Considering the
spending of public funds in public interest the appeal in front of Arbitral court would
give too much freedom in this otherwise so strictly administrative controlled process.
In this direction the decision of the Bulgarian legislator is harmonized with the exter-
nal legislative solutions, which do not permit the intervention of arbitration in the
control process of the public procurements.

The court procedure of appeal has its specifics, which are object of a separate
examination of the authors, but here they present only basic moments, considering the
completeness of the control. Besides the court appeal of decisions and resolutions of
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the CPC in front of SAC, there is the possibility for court appeal in case of conducting
public procurements (art. 260 and 261 PPA), which is related mainly to the performed
follow up control after the conclusion of the public procurement contract and during
its performance. For this control the controlling bodies of the National audit office
and PFIA carry out mainly documental check for the performance of the contract by
the contracting authority and for the existence of violations. As mentioned above,
examining the follow up control, in case of found violations they shall start an admin-
istrative penal procedure against the guilty persons (the contracting authority or an-
other physical person authorized by it). In a 3 days term after handing out the state-
ment to the person, assumed as offender, objection may be lodged in and additional
investigation of the controversial circumstances requested. The penal decree shall be
issued in a term no longer than 6 months from the date of draw up of the statement
and with it an administrative sanction shall be imposed to the guilty person - fine to
the amount indicated in part “eight” of PPA. The penal decree shall be subject to
appeal in front of the Regional court in the place where the violation has been perpe-
trated, the term is 7 days after receipt of the decree by the guilty person. The decision
of the court shall be subject to appeal in a 14 day term from its receipt in front of
Administrative court, which is the final instance.

The control over public procurement contracts is different from the one over
other commercial and obligation contracts. The preliminary and follow up administra-
tive control is typical only for public procurement contracts, because of the spending
of public funds in public interest. The legislator chooses a strictly restrictive ap-
proach, applying methods, typical for the public law and relating them to a legal
institute with long term tradition and origin in the private law. The purpose is not only
the protection of the public interest, but also protection of the contracting authorities –
on the one hand from mistakes, made by the wrong interpretation of the legal norms
and their wrong relation to the concrete factual situation, on the other hand - from
abuses by certain officials/persons, authorized with such functions.

A characteristic specific shall be the appeal in front of the special jurisdiction
– CPC. The comparison to foreign legislation indicates that also there exist special
jurisdictions, competent to hear appeals in the area of the public procurements. By the
adopting of the Directives in 2014 there was no provision for amendment of the
Council Directive 89/665/EEC of 21 December 1989 on the coordination of the laws,
regulations and administrative provisions relating to the application of review proce-
dures to the award of public supply and public works contracts.
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Conclusion
The performed analysis of the actual normative regulation in the area of the pub-

lic procurement - PPA and the relation to the special legislative frame in the sphere of
the higher education - HEA and the presented in the separate parts retrospective and
comparative legal parallels enable the authors to make some conclusions and sum-
maries. The public higher schools, as contracting authorities for public procurements
are obliged to follow the order for conducting of procedures according to PPA in their
activity and this is a kind of guarantee for the lawful spending of public funds as well
as for engagement of the society for the quality of the higher education. In this rela-
tion on legal level the mechanisms for control are set, which shall assure strict obser-
vance of the order for conducting public procurements. Up to the present moment of
the operation of the new for Bulgaria PPA it is still not possible to give a categorical
evaluation about the advantages of the new moments, related to the specifics of the
contracting authorities and their liability, such evaluation shall be made after accumu-
lation of administrative and court practice of the control institutions. The harmoniza-
tion of the Bulgarian legislation in the area of the public procurements with the Euro-
pean norms in this area shall allow to Bulgaria as a member state to adapt to the proc-
esses of the internal market. At the same time in the sphere of the higher education
the application of the principles and procedures of PPA, as well as the control for
spending of public funds shall be prevention from abuses and establishes conditions
for qualitative performance of the main activities of the higher schools – educational
and scientific researches.

End Notes
1. Art. 6, 1 HEA: Higher schools are legal entities whose nature of business is:
1. training of specialists competent to develop and apply scientific knowledge in

all various areas of human activities; 2. Upgrading the qualifications of specialists; 3.
(amended, SG No. 48/2004) development of science, culture and innovations;

2. Public finances act (SG 15/2013);
3. Civil procedure code (SG 59/2007);
4. Accounting act (SG 95/2015) and Corporate income tax act (SG 105/2006);
5. Public procurement act (SG 13/2016);
6. "Public legal organization" is a legal person, for which the following condi-

tions are fulfilled: a) it has been established with a concrete purpose to satisfy needs
of common interest, which are of non industrial or commercial nature; b) funding is
by more than 50 % of state territorial or local bodiesor of other public legal organiza-
tion or is a subject of management control on behalf of these bodies; or has manage-
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ment or supervision body, more than half of its members areappointed by a public
contracting authority under Art. 5, Para. 2, p. 1 – 14. The needs of common interest
are of industrial or commercial nature, where the person acts in normal market condi-
tions, aims at making profit, where independently bears losses from it sactivity;

7. In the list of contracting authorities, published in the web page of PPA the
University of Economics – Varna is listed under №1: http://rop3-app1.aop.bg:
7778/portal/page?_pageid=93,158255&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL

8. PPA: Art. 7. (1) The contracting authority may select an official, who shall or-
ganize and / or award public procurement.; (2) With the exception of the cases under
Para. 1, in absence of the contracting authority, his powers, related to awarding public
procurement shall be fulfilled by the person, who replaces him under legislative,
administrative or other act, which defines the representation of the contracting author-
ity.; (3) The possibility under Art. 1 shall not be used for division of the public pro-
curement in view to circumvention of the law.;

9. As opposed to the regulation of art. 258 PPA, which provides for sanctions –
fine for the physical persons and property sanctions for the legal entities and sole
traders and according art. 141 RAPPA – the guilty persons and the persons who have
admitted committing of a violation;

10. Art. 50 Attorney law (SG 55/2004);
11. Art. 25 Private enforcement agents law (SG 43/2005);
12. Organizational rules of the Public procurement agency (SG 24/2004 – not

updated after adoption of the new PPA);
13. Art. 127PPA(SG 15/2015, up to the coming into force of the new PPA on

15.04.2016 г. - SG 13/2016);
14. See: Stenograph of the session of the NA on 16 March 2006 – first reading of

the LASPPA, report on the bill.
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